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aerial or into a medium-power grounded -grid linear
amplifier. An alternative high-impedance output
( Hi -Z) is provided in order that a grid-driven ClassAB1 linear amplifier can be used to follow
The rig may be either crystal controlled or VFO
driven. Two sockets on the front panel allow either
a crystal to be plugged in, or an external VFO
capable of about 1 volt RF output.
Generation of the original SSB signal is at 5 25
me USB and either a single half -lattice filter, or two
half -lattice sections back- to-back, can be used. This
is the only part that may be new and therefore a
little frightening to the newcomer. However, full
details of crystal etching and method of alignment
are given later. It’s really very easy ! If you really are
against fiddling with crystal frequencies, then you
could buy the crystals new. But this will cost you
about as much or more than the rest of the rig !
With certain limitations a McCoy or KVG 9 me
filter could be used but that will be discussed later.
The filter is built on a separate sub chassis which
mounts on the main chassis. This means that a simple
half -lattice section can be built at first and easily
replaced or extended to incorporate a two half -lattice
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ETCHING
As the logical outcome of his series of practical
articles “ Discussing Single Sideband ,” appearing
regularly since December 1965 , our contributor
now offers a low power SSB exciter transmitter
for the home constructor . By simplifying the
approach yet using accepted circuitry , with a
crystal filter—he has produced an effective design
for anyone who wants to start building something
for Sideband. Editor

—
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A NY amateur operator, whether newly licensed or
not, who considers going SSB, constantly puts
off the happy day while trying to find the rig to suit
the purpose. One constantly hears “ I think I’ll build
a simple rig first to get some experience.” This simple
rig, however, rarely matures, because on second
thoughts the simple rig offers only one band and
“ if I go Sideband I want all bands and high
power.” So what happens? Either a commercial rig
is acquired or a rather long and complicated con

—

-

struction programme is commenced , following a

published design. This often falls by the wayside
long before completion.
There can be exceptions to this when one of the
excellent simple rigs is built. A good example of one
of these is G3BDQ’s “ Natterbox,” (SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE , June 1961 ) which many amateurs have
built to familiarise themselves with SSB. Basically this
design is for 160 metres, but it can be used , with some
changes, on other bands.
Another simple design is the W4IMP “ Imp.”
This is again a single-bander (20 metres) but could,
with some changes, be adopted for other bands.
Both these designs are excellent for the newcomer
but do have limitations.
For some time the writer has been looking for
a design comparable, from the constructor’s point
of view, with a “ first- time-on -the-air ” Top Band
Tx, yet offering greater facilities. It is suggested
that the following design may “ fill the gap.”

Genera] Description
The Mini 5 is designed to offer all-band SSB,
with AM and CW operation also possible. The output is about 10 watts p.e.p. and can, from the low
impedance output (Lo Z), be fed directly into an

-

-

filter.
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-
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An absolute minimum of tuned circuits is used,
thereby easing alignment problems. The six bands
are tuned at the grid of the PA with only two coils,
a 500 pfiF variable condenser tuning three bands per
coil. These coils must be good quality high-Q types
and the Denco range of dual- purpose coils, which
are generally available off the shelf , suit this purpose
admirably. Using these two coils the band switching
comprises only a single-pole two-way wafer

.

The PA is a 6146 in Class-A. An 807, miniature
807, or similar valve with an anode dissipation of
25 watts will be a suitable alternative. The PA tank
circuit is a link -coupled output and takes plug-in
coils, either on an octal based former or the Eddy
stone formers. With this type of tank circuit each
coil can be designed specifically for the band in use,
thereby ensuring maximum efficiency. In addition
both a low- Z and a high Z output can be provided.
When feeding the Mini 5 into a high power PA this
plug-in tank coil can be dispensed with and replaced
by switched grid tank coils in the linear. Metering
of the RF output is provided so that the PA can
be tuned “ on the nose.”
Size overall of the rig as shown here is 9ins. by
84ins. wide by 5 ins. high, including built-in power
supply. A standard receiver type mains transformer
is used, rated 250-0- 250 volts at 100 mA. The transformer, by employing full-wave bridge rectification ,
gives + 550 volts for the PA anode and, from the
transformer centre tap through a single smoothing
section , + 250 volts for the normal HT rail.
Mechanical design is kept quite simple so that
even the most inexperienced constructor should find
little difficulty. Front panel layout is symmetrical
and therefore presents a neat appearance, which can
be enhanced by the addition of a cabinet. It’s difficult
to say what the cost will be but with careful shopping
one should be able to keep it below £ 10 even less
if your junk box is well stocked.
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Front panel view of the G 3 RNL Sideband Exciter / Transmitter

Before getting down to describing the rig in detail
the writer would like to thank both G 3TSI and
G 3EBF who have each constructed , modified , tested
and operated the Tx as described here. Without their
help this article would probably never have appeared .
(The actual transmitter shown in the photographs is
the one produced by G 3TSI.)
Design Consideration
The choice of carrier frequency was determined
by several factors. First, it should be high enough to
require only a single conversion to the bands.
Secondly, that the frequency when combined with
the heterodyning oscillator does not produce any un
wanted spurious responses (“ birdies.”) Secondary
considerations were the availability on the surplus
market of crystals at the requisite frequency and
last, but not least, the possibility of operating two
bands with one VFO This last requirement can be
achieved with either 8 me ( ± 6 me for 160 and 20m.)
or 9 me ( ± 5 me for 80 and 20m.). However, with
both these frequency relationships the two bands
come out on the same sideband as the original
generated SSB, therefore, sideband switching is
needed. For the Mini 5 this was undesirable so both

-

.

-

these frequencies were discarded.
Two other frequencies came to mind : 6 - 2 me
was one. A VFO running 7 8 mc-8 2 me when mixed
with SB at 6 2 me produces 1 6 me to 2 me LSB and
14 0 me to 14 4 me USB. This frequency is OK for

-

*

*

-

conversion to all bands except 40 metres where not
only is the 6 2 me rather close to the final output
frequency, but also unwanted products from this
mix can occur.
The frequency 5 25 me was finally decided upon.
The exact frequency is not at all critical : 5 20 or
5 - 22 me would do equally well. The reason 5 25 me
exactly was chosen is that if a VFO is used with a
calibrated dial the calibration points on the two
bands covered by the one VFO line up. The VFO
frequency range for two- band operation is 8750 kc
to 9250 kc, giving 3 5 me to 4 0 me LSB, and 14 0
me to 14 5 me USB, from a 5 25 me USB input.
*

-

*

*

*

*

*

Circuit Description
VIA is an untuned crystal oscillator for carrier
generation. The carrier crystal frequency is chosen
just higher (about 200 c / s) than the final required
frequency so that exact positioning of this carrier
frequency with respect to the filter passband can be
established by adjustment of VC1. RV1 allows for
carrier reinsertion to a later stage, and may be used
for tune up, AM or CW operation.
VIB is the speech amplifier which has fixed gain.
With a crystal microphone the output of this stage
should be just about optimum for correct balancedmodulator operation ; therefore, no audio gain control
is provided. A transformer T2 in the anode of VIB
provides a low impedance output to the balanced
modulator. T2 is not critical but should have an
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impedance ratio of about 10 : 1 with the secondary
at 500 ohms If you can’t find one like this, a 12- volt

Table of Values

.

heater transformer will do the job quite well . The
low-impedance side of this is decoupled to the RF
by a 001 /xF capacitor Cl 9 and is coupled to the
balanced modulator via an RF choke.
The balanced modulator is a siimple twodiode type ( Dl , D2) and providing there is no leak
age around it due to bad layout the carrier suppres
sion , when adjusted correctly, should be greater than
40 dB. With the added suppression of 20 dB or
more from the filter the overall carrier suppression
should be about 70 dB. The choice of diodes was a
matter of some deliberation . While OA79’s were
found usable there was a tendency for the carrier
balance to drift. The apparent cause was the two
diodes. Silicon types were tried but because the knee
voltage of the silicons is greater than for germanium
diodes there was a threshold before the audio would
mix with the RF. This gave a rather jerky ” output
which was most undesirable. One could probably
get over this effect by increasing the carrier drive to
the balanced modulator . This, however, was not
tested at G 3 RNL. The next diode tried , the OA90,
proved to be quite satisfactory for the application.
Two forms of control are provided for in the
balanced modulator. Adjustment of RV2 ensures that
the voltages at each end of the primary of T1 are
equal and, because they are in opposite phase, they
balance out in this winding. The capacity balance is
effected by VC2, to counteract any capacitive differ
ences between the two sides of the balanced modu
lator which would cause a phase error to occur at
the primary of Tl , preventing good balance.
The secondary of Tl is tuned to the carrier fre
quency and provides a high impedance to match
into V2 grid.
The usual arrangement is to follow the balanced
modulator by a sideband filter and then follow this
with an amplifier to make up the loss in the filter.
But with this configuration, discounting the filter,
there are two tuned circuits required. The Mini 5
uses only one by following the balanced modulator
with an amplifier, and then into the filter. Although
this results in some mismatch the loss of gain intro
duced is insignificant in this design.
The amplifier stage V2 is in Class-A and is gain
controlled by RV 3. Using a Tx gain at this stage
rather than an audio gain serves two functions :
First, as previously mentioned , the output from VIB
is just about optimum for correct balanced
modulator operation . If an extra audio stage were
added with a gain control it would , with misuse, be
possible to introduce distortion by overdriving the
balanced modulator. The other point is carrier suppression. This is the ratio between the peak SSB
signal and residual carrier. If the peak SSB only is
varied by adjustment of the audio gain then obviously
the carrier suppression varies Controlling the gain
of V2 overcomes this. Reducing the gain not only
reduces the peak SSB but also the residual carrier
by a proportional amount, maintaining carrier sup
pression. V 2 is followed by the filter which can be
a half -lattice type or two half -lattice sections back

-
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Fig 1
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Circuit of the
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. .
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“ Mini -5 ” by G3RNL

=
=

01 #xF
4 7 fxtxF
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= 100 UMF
= 200 MMF
= 001 ,xF. 1 kV

=
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=
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Rll
R 12
R 16
R 18. R 20
R 19

=

27,000 ohms
47 ohms
220 ohms
470 ohms
4,700 ohms
1 megohm

= 100 ohms
100,000 ohms
=- As required

=

relay

RVI ,
RV3

wkng.

07 = 16 nF
08 = 25 nF , 25v. wkng C25 = 47 wF
VC 1,
VC2 = 3 30 nnF trimmer
VC 3 = 2/ 500 nnF , BC

=
=

RV 2

linear
potentiometer,

20.000 ohm

potentiometer

1,000 ohm
carbon

Xtal

-

for

Filter = see text
X2 = see text
Dl. D2 = OA 90
VI
ECF80
V 2 V 3 = 6BW 7
V4 = EF184, or EF80
( ,see text )
V 5 = 6146

tune type
VC 4 = 250 nnF , tank
tuning
RI , R 4
R 13 = 1 ,000 ohms
R 2, R 3,
R 7. R 14
R 17 = 47,000 ohms

.
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TABLE OF COIL DATA

RFC!, RFC2, RFC3, RFC 4 : Standard 2 5 raH RF chokes.
Tl : Primary, 2/ 10 urns bifilar wound on Aladdin former;
Secondary, 45 turns shunted by 47 a a F , on same former .
T2: Ratio approximately 10:1 , secondary impedance about 500
ohms. Suitable alternative is 12 volt heater transformer.
LI: Denco Type D.P., Blue Range 2, standard L2: Denco Type D.P., Blue Range 5, standard
L3: For various bands, wound on octal based ljm. dia. formers:
160m. 30 turns 22 g. close wound, with 8-tum link .
80m 20 turns 22g. close- wound, with 6 turn link.
40m 12 turns 22g. close-wound with 5 turn link.
20m. 6 turns 22g. spaced one groove, with 4 tum link.
15m. 3£ turns 22g spaced 6 grooves, li tum link.
10m . 5 turns 16g self supporting inside former, with 2- turn
link to £ in diam.
Adjust spacing and coupling for
resonance.
Miscellaneous Items: Switch SW 1, single pole 2 way ; SW2, 2 pole,
3 way. RLA, any suitable relay with four change over contacts
( spare pair, not shown, to be used for linear amp.). R19 selected
for relay used .

-

-

-
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to back . Construction and alignment of the filter is
discussed later.
Following the filter is the mixer, V4. The fre quencies chosen for carrier and heterodyning do not
warrant the use of a balanced mixer which considerably simplifies the design . An EF184 gave the best
conversion gain, but if the Mini-5 is to be followed
by a linear enough conversion gain can be obtained
with an EF80.
The heterodyning oscillator, V3, is another EF80.
This doubles as an amplifier if an external VFO is
used. About 1 volt of RF drive at the coax socket
is required to produce the same output from the
mixer as with a crystal in the appropriate socket.
Table I ( see p.531 ) gives crystal or VFO frequencies
for all- band operation .
The mixer output is coupled to the PA grid via
a switched parallel tuned circuit. One coil covers
160, 80 and 40m., while the other accommodates 20,
15 and 10m. Although this is a compromise never
theless there is adequate drive to the PA.
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V 2 : 6 BW 7

V 3 V4 : EF 80

-

V 5 : 6146

Fig . / . Circuit of the Five Stage All Band SSB Exciter / Transmitter

-

( Note that the variable resistor across the diodes in the balanced
modulator should be marked RV 2 , and the lower of the two diodes is
D2 In V1B cathode , C18 should be shown across R13 )

.

.

-

For the PA, a 6146 is run in Class A. This was
chosen for several reasons, the most important being
that it needs no negative bias supply and of course
does not require any power to drive it, only voltage
swing on the grid. The harmonic content of this
PA will inherently be extremely low ; hence, reducing harmonic content by use of a pi-tank is unnecessary. Link coupled output is therefore used and in
addition a highrimpedance feed from this type of
tank circuit is possible.
A change-over relay is incorporated in the basic
design but could be dispensed with if the rig is to
be followed by a linear amplifier. All the switching
could be performed in the latter unit. Alternatively
spare contacts on the relay in the Mini-5 could be
used to Control the linear.
For best operation the relay contacts should be
break - before-make, and adjusted so that the aerial
change-over points make before the transmitter is

switched on. This will ensure silent change-over with
no arcing on the aerial contacts.
The function switch SW 2 has three positions : Net
cuts off the audio stage, leaves the PA cut and
earths the cathode of V4; the carrier insertion Con
trol can be advanced if necessary for a larger
netting signal . SB Y returns audio stage cathode to
earth and connects mixer and PA cathode returns
together, to go to the relay contaot ; they are
earthed on “ transmit.” TunefCW —as for SBY
except the audio stage is cut off .

—

-

—

Power Supply
At Fig. 2 on p.530 is the circuit of the power
supply . This utilises a standard 250-0-250 volt 100 mA
transformer to provide approximately + 550 volts
for the 6146 anode and + 250 volts for the main
HT rail. Four BY 100 rectifiers are used in a bridge
configuration across the two outers of the transfor

-

-
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4 x BYiOOs shunted by
F disc ceramic

250

•OCN

c

^

0 + 550 v

o
te»
o

f

*

+ 46 u F

- 750 Y

250f

rr

• Earth

te>

o

I 6 JF

te>

^

l 6 pF

*

+

1

Ch

-

--

.

.

.

mer secondary A 16 /*F condenser
adequate as the smoothing for the

+ 250v. is derived from the

was found quite
+ 550v. rail. The

secondary centre tap
through a single smoothing section
Each of the BY 100’s is by passed by a *01 /uF
disc ceramic capacitor. This prevents damage that
could be caused by transient spikes which might
exceed the p.i.v. rating of these diodes.

-

.

-

Metering

.

The usual type of metering, e g. anode current,
is of little use in the Mini 5 because the PA current
should remain substantially constant under all con
ditions. RF voltage output on the Low Z link wind
ing is therefore monitored , as shown in Fig 3 below.

-

--

-

FILTER ASSEMBLY
We come now to detailed consideration of the
heart of any Sideband transmitter the crystal filter
In this design , it is built as a unit measuring 3ins.
by l ±ins by Hins., which mounts on top of
the main chassis If a two half lattice section filter
is used with resistive terminations at the input and
ouput, it can be aligned externally and fitted without
the circuitry affecting the alignment. However, a
half - lattice filter will require the secondary of the
RF transformer to be peaked up when finally fitted
to the main chassis
As previously mentioned the exact frequency is
not critical but a 5250 kc carrier does mean that a
VFO running 8750 kc to 9250 kc covers 3 5 me to
4 0 me LSB, and 14 0 me to 14 5 me USB , with the
calibration points lining up
The biggest problem is getting the crystals ex
actly on to the correct frequency but this need
not be such a great problem. The bandwidth of
the filter will be aproximately 1 6 times the fre
quency spacing. Then, the minimum spacing you
want is 1 5 kc for a bandwidth of 2 4 kc ( It could
be less but then the speech will sound a little
restricted:) The maximum spacing should be about
2 kc for a bandwidth of 3 2 kc. Incidentally, these

.

—

-

.

.

-

.

*

*
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Crystal Adjustment

One of the others will probably be about 500
cycles higher in frequency than the lowest one. Any
thing between 500 and 750 cycles higher will be OK
Although this is less than the required spacing the
difference can be made up by pulling the carrier
crystal lower in frequency by means of VC1 , Fig. 1.
In the ( unlikely ) event that you do not get crystals
with this few hundred cycles difference, then the
carrier crystal will have to be moved lower. This
should be done by first removing the crystal from
its holder and holding it by the edges. Either a pen
cil lead or preferably a piece of solder can be used
to draw a line on the face of the crystal anywhere ,
it does not really matter. Its frequency should then
be checked again and the process repeated until
the required frequency spacing is achieved. Don’t
worry if it stops oscillating just take out the crys
tal and wash it thoroughly in soapy water, rubbing
between thumb and forefinger. Make sure it’s rinsed
and completely dry before replacing it and always
hold the crystal by its edges when drying so that
you don’t get your sticky finger marks on it.
An alternative to moving the carrier crystal lower
in frequency is to move the lower crystal in the
filter higher in frequency by etching. The lowering
of -frequency method reduces the Q, and hence the
activity by a fair amount. Therefore, it is not advis
able to lower the frequencies of crystals used in the
filter well, at least not by more than a few cycles.
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From lo Z
output
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tOO / jpF

HI

OA79

N

RFC

i

w
20 K

RFC

Tx•OCM iF
/

*

*

- -

—

.

Fig 2. Suitable PSU for the Tx , using BYlOO s in bridge to
get -j 55©v from the 250 O 250V. transformer, ’rated 100 mA
Choke Ch is 10 Hy , 50 mA

.

-

.

O + 250 v

0 6 3vAC

.

bandwidth figures are for the 6 dB points. The
carrier frequency (if you care to work it all out)
will be about 850 c / s lower than the lowest fre
quency crystal for a bandwidth of 2*4 kc, and 900
c/s lower than the lowest crystal for a bandwidth
of 3 2 kc.
Let’s assume you’re making the half lattice filter
as shown in Fig. 4. Three crystals are required,
including the carrier, so if you are at all ham fisted
you’d better buy four of them, all at the same fre
quency. “ All at the same frequency ’’ is suggested
because it’s very unlikely that you can buy surplus
crystals giving the correct spacing Either FT 243
or the 10XJ types are suitable providing they are
not the hermetically sealed 10X specimens but
those that you can get at inside
Now, with these four crystals plug each in turn
into a crystal oscillator and mark these crystals in
their oscillating frequency order. It’s very high odds
against them all being on the same frequency. The
lowest frequency specimen can be used as the Carrier
Oscillator Crystal and should be marked as such.

-
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Inside view of the Sideband Exciter / Transmitter
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Table I
Xtal / VFO Frequencies for 5250 kc Carrier

Out

!n o

Band

ï

47 K

Hoi

Xtal / VFO

1 8 me to 2 me
3- 5 me to 3 8 me
7 0 me to 7 1 me
14 0 me to 14 - 35 me
21 0 me to 21 -45 me
28 0 me to 29- 7 me
*

*

..

..

-

Fi g 4 Circuit of a half lattice filter for the SSB Tx Both
primary and secondary of T1 can be 45 turns of 26 g enam ,
with primary centre tapped, on an Aladdin former , each
winding shunted by 47 /x /xF The resistor should be taken as
4.7K

-

.

.

7050 kc to 7250 kc
8750 kc to 9050 kc
12250 kc to 12350 kc
8750 kc to 9100 kc
15750 kc to 16200 kc
22750 kc to 23450 kc

.

( To be continued )
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quency at all, so again don't get worried if this
happens. (It could be due to the muck that has

SSB EXCITER/TRANSMITTER

deposited itself on the crystal over the years, from
around 1940). It is important to rinse off the acid in

Part II
B. A. WATLING (G3RNL)

DEALING WITH CRYSTALSFILTER ALIGNMENTDISCUSSED

CONSTRUCTION

AND ILLUSTRATED-GETTING
THE MINI -5 ON THE AIR
The first part of this article appeared in our
November issue. It is to be followed by a
discussion on a crystal -mixer VFO and suitable
Linear Amplifiers.-Editor.

CONTINUING from p.530, November, on the
subject of crystals
the carrier xtal is not
quite so critical, as it only has to oscillate.
.

.

.

But to get the highest -frequency crystal in the filter

on the right spot the etching process must be used.
The etching solution can be dangerous and therefore
must be handled with care. Ammonia bifluoride is the
corrosive used and can be purchased from a chemist
in crystalline form. It must be kept (and is supplied)

in a plastic container. The solution to use is 5 parts
of water to 3 parts of acid. This also must be in a
plastic container-one of the detergent containers is
ideal. When making up the solution the correct way
to do it is best described by remembering "Always
do what you oughter, add the Acid to the Water! "
(A suitable measuring tool is one of those plastic

spoons you get with ice cream or baby foods.)

Don't mix up too much solution. A quantity consisting of five of such spoonsful of water to three
of acid has lasted G3RNL through about 20 etchings and it is still active. If you have a detergent
plastic bottle with a screw-top this enables the acid

cold water and dry the crystal completely before
putting it back in the holder. It's not necessary
to reassemble the crystal holder each time. Just
put it all back including the insulating plate and
hold in place with your thumb. Different pressures
will affect the frequency slightly but if you press
firmly but not too hard the frequency difference
will not be significant. If you aim for a 1'7 kc
spacing between crystals then the 100 c/s you may

be but is not going to make much difference. That's
it then-it may sound a lot but once you get started
it's quite easy.
Frequency Checking

Before going on to alignment: Some readers may

be put off by not having equipment to check the
frequency differences. Let's suppose you want the

spacing between carried and the lower crystal in the
filter. Plug the carrier crystal into your test oscillator
and zero -beat the receiver, with BFO on, to it. If

you haven't got a wavemeter or frequency meter
suitable to check these small frequency differences
then set up your audio oscillator to about 600 to 700
c/s and detune the receiver HF until the beat note
is

the same as the audio oscillator note. If you

haven't got an audio oscillator then a piano or any

musical instrument can be used. Here are some
useful audio frequency points:

5231 c/s-1st C above middle C.
740.0 c/s-2nd F sharp above middle C.
c/s-3rd G above middle C.
1568
c/s-3rd C above middle C.
2093
These frequencies are based on orchestral pitch,
where A=440.00 c/s.
(Those of you who blow your own B -flat trumpet

can make your own corrections! And as for those
who have perfect pitch you don't need to lug the
piano into the shack!)

to be poured into the lid, for use as the etching
bath. A small container of water should also be
close at hand when doing the etching, so that if
you do spill any acid it can easily and quickly be
washed off.

The object then is to move one of the remaining

crystals

to

between

1.5

kc

and

2

kc

higher

than the lower frequency crystal used in the filter.
It is difficult to say exactly how long this will take.

It has varied with every crystal at G3RNL. The
advice is, then, that you put the crystal in for say
two minutes at a time initially and check its
frenquency. It has been found that some crystals

start (somewhat alarmingly!) by going lower in frequency, so don't be surprised if this happens. Also,
within the first five minutes of etching there can

be a period when the crystal hardly changes fre-

Fig. 5. Alternative audio section-see text. Values are :
Cl, C2, C3, C4, 0.5 µF ; R1, R2, 100K ; R3, R4, R6, 1K ; R5,
2.2K ; R7, 470K ; RV1, 470K potentiometer, gain control ; V6,
12AT7.
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Identifying the positioning of components above chassis.

Filter Alignment Procedure

The alignment of the filter can be carried out

exactly as described in Part III of this series
(SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, February, 1966) for low
frequency filters. You could alternatively etch a

crystal to midway between the two filter crystals,
plug this into the carrier oscillator position and
peak the coil for maximum.
The setting up and alignment procedure along
with various alternative arrangements which may
suit your junk box better will be discussed later.

For those who may want to get started now the
photographs will show the layout for best operation,

which can be juggled slightly to suit the available
components. The whole lot is built on a four-sided
chassis measuring 8ins. by 8ins. by 2iins. The front
panel is spaced off about *in. from the chassis so
that RF from the PA does not creep around into
the microphone leads or front-end circuitry.
The model pictured here is the prototype and
therefore various modifications were carried out on
it. For instance, adjacent and forward of VI is T1,
then the balanced Modulator potentiometer RV2.

These two components (T1 and RV2) could be
physically interchanged. The 6146 PA is dropped
through the chassis so that the overall height could
be kept down to 54 inches. This does not have to
be done but the appearance is enhanced by keeping
the height as low as possible. The diameter of the
hole to allow the 6146 to drop through is two inches.

As you can probably gather, the model shown
in these photographs was constructed almost exclusively from

G3RNL.

the junk boxes

of G3TSI and

The output from the rig is around 12 watts
p.e.p. except on 10 metres, where it drops to 9
watts p.e.p. If you're Wondering about the usefulness of such a low -output Tx the only thing to be
said is that on 20 metres SSB stations around
Europe have been worked from G3RNL with a
dipole at 15 feet, getting 5 and 7/8 reports, and on
80 metres to an inverted Vee contacts have been
obtained around the country quite easily. On 160m.

it performs equally as well as any other rig the

writer has built although obviously the reports are
slightly down on the main rig. Locals on Top Band
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say the reproduction on SSB and AM using the

XI

Mini -5 is excellent and the CW note is perfectly T9.
For regular CW operation, however, a shaping circuit
should be incorporated in the transmitter switching

December, 1966
X3

Out

line and a click filter put across the key.
*

CONSTRUCTION OF THE EXCITER
As mentioned last month the construction is quite
simple. Layout of the main components is suggested
by the photographs. A 2in. diameter hole is required
in the chassis to allow the 6146 to be dropped

through. This, of course, is only necessary to keep
the front panel to a height of 54 inches. It was found
that top chassis screening was not necessary. On
the underside the PA is in a separate compartment
which is sub -divided into two sections keeping the
output coil winding away from the grid input lead.
Just one screen around the coil base including the
change -over relay and output sockets, would no
doubt suffice. Also in this compartment, mounted
vertically and at the rear, is a piece of Veroboard
containing the RF output indicator circuitry. This
means that the wire to the meter and sensitivity
control carries no RF, only DC. (Fig. 3, November.)
The cabinet is made out of 20g. metal and designed in a wrap around fashion with a sloping lip at
the front. This again enhances the appearance. A
sliding panel to facilitate removal of the plug-in PA
coils is utilised with a matching piece, to even things
up, on the opposite side. These panels are of perforated zinc and also act as air vents. Some holes in
the bottom of the cabinet under the mains trans-

former and PA are a useful addition to ensure a
good airflow.

Circuit Alternatives

There are several circuit alternatives which can
be incorporated if desired. Beginning with the audio
stage, the transformer can be replaced by a cathode
follower to provide the required low impedance in-

put to the balanced modulator. If a double triode
is used, additional amplification can be realised.
With the basic circuit (p.529, November) one could
do with a little more audio gain if a microphone of
Table II

Conversion Oscillator frequencies required when

using a 9 mc filter

9 me

Band

VFO-kc

LSB

160 LSB

LSB

80 LSB

7000 - 7200
5200 - 5500
2000 - 2100
5000 - 5350
12000 - 12450
19000 - 20700

LSB

40 LSB

USB

20 USB

USB

15 USB

USB

10 USB

Fig. 6. Circuit for improved crystal filter, in which X1= --X3,
and X2=X4. For frequencies see text Part I. Inductance LI
in this circuit can be of 55 turns, centre tapped, shunted by
47 µµF.

relatively low sensitivity is being used. This could,
of course, be boosted by an outboard transistor preamplifier but for a permanent modification the circuit shown in Fig. 5 (p.590) will do. The pentode
section of the original ECF80 is still used as the first
audio stage and the transformer in the anode is replaced by RI. The audio gain control can be mounted
on the chassis and preset to provide the correct
overall audio gain to suit the operator's normal voice
level and the microphone in use.
For better sideband suppression a filter comprising two half -lattice sections back-to-back is recommended. This is shown in Fig. 6 (above). Etching of
the crystals was described earlier and alignment again
is similar. Just peak LI in the centre of the passband.

For those who are not keen on attempting filter
construction, a commercial 9 mc crystal unit can be
used with certain limitations. The only problem using
this type of filter is that sideband switching will have
to be performed. Table II (below) gives the frequencies for conversion to all bands, together with

the sideband required at 9 mc to provide correct
SSB output on the band in use.
If there is difficulty in getting crystals around

525 mc, then 6.2 mc can be used as an original

generating frequency if you are willing to forego the
joys of working 40 metres. Table III gives the conversion oscillator frequencies required to mix from
62 mc USB to all the amateur bands (see p.594).
The PA as used in the original Tx as illustrated
is a 6146. This could be changed to an 807 or miniature 807 (5B254M) with only one difference from
the original circuit-this is that the cathode resistor
should be changed from 470 ohms to 270 ohms. The
only difficulty that may be experienced using an 807
is that it appears to be more prone to taking off. This
can be avoided by swamping the grid tuned circuit
with a resistor of around 10K though this will, of
course, reduce the drive available. The 6146 used in
the original rig proves to be perfectly stable on all
bands, providing that the aerial it feeds has a fairly
low SWR.

Alignment and Setting Up
Because of its simplicity the " Mini -5" requires
very few adjustments to get it going. The filter will,
no doubt, have been set up prior to completion but
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even if not it can be aligned in situ. (Refer for the
following to the circuit on p.529, November.)
The first thing is to set the band switch to " low "

and plug in the 160m. tank coil. Set the PA grid
tuning capacitor to maximum and the PA anode

tuning condenser to about two thirds maximum. The
carrier insertion control should be set to minimum,

the transmitter gain to maximum. Set the carrier
balance potentiometer to one end of its travel and
the balance trimmer condenser to minimum. Connect
a dummy load to the low -impedance output socket
and set the function switch to " Net Find the beat

note on the receiver and peak the PA grid tune and
the PA anode tune for maximum loudness of the

beat note. Operate the PTT switch and advance meter
sensitivity (Fig. 3, p.530, November) until a reading
is

obtained. Adjust the grid -tune and PA -tune for

highest reading and then peak the core of TI for
maximum deflection on the meter. The balancing of
the carrier is the next step. The carrier balance potentiometer (RV2) should be adjusted for minimum
reading on the meter. The carrier null trimmer should

then be tried for a better null and if this does not
improve the null then it should be connected to the
other side of RV2. When VC2 has been set for mini-

mum, RV2 should again be adjusted. These two
adjustments should be alternated until best carrier
null is achieved. This should correspond to a reading

of 0.05 mA or less on a 1 mA FSD meter with the
sensitivity control at maximum. When this balancing
has been completed the meter sensitivity control
should be set to minimum and the carrier insertion
control advanced to maximum. The meter sensitivity
can then be adjusted to give full scale deflection.
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Now back off the carrier insertion control. If
the meter reading increases to begin with then it
means that either the mixer or PA was being overdriven. Adjust meter sensitivity for FSD on the maximum output point. When the carrier insertion control

has been backed off the function switch should be
set to " standby." Talking into the microphone should

now kick up the meter. Correct operation will be
when the meter is kicking to half full scale on peaks.

The signal can now be monitored on a receiver
and checked for good " SSB sound " i.e., that it is
easy to tune in. The trimmer capacitor VC1 can be
adjusted to give the best sounding signal. In the
original " Mini -5," where the carrier crystal was
about 500 c/s lower than the lowest filter crystal a
total of around 47 µ/AF was required from the grid

of VIA to earth. Each time the carrier is moved

Ti will need to be re -peaked and the carrier balancing process will have to be repeated.

Once the tuning positions on the grid and PA
controls have been found these should be

tune

marked to avoid later confusion. Initially they should
always be set up using a receiver tuned to the output
frequency because it is possible to tune up on a
harmonic of the conversion oscillator. Once the

tuning positions have been found and marked on the

front panel no difficulty should arise during band
changing.

As a follow-up, in some later articles a crystal mixer VFO will be described for use with the
" Mini -5 " and a linear amplifier.

It is as well to discuss at this point some of the

linear amplifier configurations which have been tried

following the rig as described here. This is also a

Front -panel view showing layout of controls for
SSB Exciter as described in the article.
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HT +

up to 1200v
479

RFC
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Table In
Conversion Oscillator frequencies required when

using 6.2 me USB as the original generating
frequency

VFO-kc

Band

807

Or
5B254M

Input from

H,2 output
of Mini 5

HT+
RFC

ARC

- 8200
- 10000

160 LSB

8000

80 LSB

9700

40 LSB

not available

- 8150

20 USB

7800

15 USB

14800

15250

10 USB

21800

- 23500

from the cathode. Unfortunately this cannot be done
with 807's as the connection is made internally. In the
article the anode supply to this linear is 1200 volts
and a 1K resistor appears in the cathode. Some 20
watts of drive is required and the output should be
150 watts p.e.p. or more.

One other method of running 807's in Class -B
zero bias is shown in Fig. 7. This arrangement is
807
or

Input from

5B254M

LoZ output
of Mini 5

more stable than the grounded -grid version but really

should be neutralised. However, a pair of 807's in
this configuration has been used at G3RNL with no
neutralising, driven from the high impedance output
of the " Mini -5 " on 80, 40 and 20 metres. Providing
the aerial has a low SWR and the amplifier is tuned
for maximum output no trouble occurred. However,
on 20 metres the drive was down, to run only about

II

Fig. 7. PA configurations suitable for the " Mini -5 ". (B) is
the preferred method of feeding and should be neutralised
as shown. With a pair of 807's, or 5B254M's, in parallel something like 100 watts output can be realised with an HT supply

75 watts p.e.p. input. This was due to the fact that
the input of the linear was loading the " Mini -5 "
PA tuned circuit too much. A better arrangement
would be to couple from the Lo -Z output to a low impedance link on the grid tuned circuit of the 807
linear as shown in Fig. 7(B).

of 1000v.

good time to clear up a misleading point about the
grounded -grid linear using 4/807's shown in Part
VIII of this series-see SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, August, 1966.

The subject was raised by G3OGQ. The whole

point is that when using 807's in grounded grid

instability can occur due to the fact that the beam forming plates are connected directly to the cathode.
This acts as a capacitor between input and output,
to produce positive feedback. Tests showed that the
instability did not show up on 160 metres using only
one 807 or on 80 metres using two, providing the
aerial had a very low SWR and the PA was tuned
for maximum output. On higher frequencies things
were not so good. An article in the ARRL Handbook
for 1958 describes a grounded grid linear for 80, 40
and 20 metres using four modified 1625's in parallel.
These are almost identical to 807's except they have
12 -volt heaters; they can be modified by removing
the base and separating the beam -forming plates lead
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